
Cougar Scripting

Team 1403’s Cougar Scripting system is a robust system used to efficiently and clearly

encode sequences of autonomous actions. Scripts are created by using the Cougar Script Editor,

which is a drag and drop graphical user interface that allows for the creation and modification of

cougar scripts as well as provides a preview of the projected actions of the robot. The script is

then exported, interpreted, and executed by the robot. The system is easily adaptable to fit any

type of game, field, robot, or command!

Overview of Functionality

The Cougar Script editor is used to create, preview, modify, and export Cougar Scripts, which

can then be interpreted by the robot to perform autonomous sequences.

The main building block of Cougar Scripts are called RobotCommands, which are blocks that

represent the individual commands that the robot will execute. Cougar Scripts are built by

ordering these RobotCommands using the drag and drop functionality.



Queue

The queue is the leftmost section which contains a list of RobotCommands that can be added to

or taken from with drag and drop style controls. Any parameters for commands in the queue

can be interacted with by clicking on them. Above the queue some information about the

current script is displayed, such as the file name and length.



Command list and Dragging Commands

The command list, on the right of the queue, contains a list of buttons that will create new

RobotCommands which can be inserted into the queue wherever the user wants. When a

command button is clicked, a new RobotCommand of that type will be created and follow the

user’s mouse. The currently picked up command can be removed by clicking the remove button

or by using the hotkey “escape”.



Preview

The preview is an image of the field that fills the rest of the horizontal space and shows the

projected path and actions of the robot based on the commands in the queue. When hovering

over the preview, the position of the cursor is shown in feet and inches. When hovering over a

RobotCommand, additional information pertaining to the command can be displayed in the

preview. An example of this is in the first image, where information about the “DrivePath”

command is shown, such as the indices of the points and the orientation of the robot. Above

the preview, a “Select Image” button is displayed, which will open a file picker that allows the

user to change the image used. The pixels per foot conversion of the image must be put at the

beginning of the image file name followed by a space.



Interactables

RobotCommands can be specified to have any number of different interactables, which allow the user to

graphically interact with the parameters that get stored for each command. Some of the interactables

include fields to input numbers or toggleable buttons for booleans. The structure is designed to be easily

expanded to support different datatypes as well, such as the PointSelection which stores a Point

datatype.

Number Field

SetTurretAngle is an example of a command that has a single number field. Clicking on the number field

selects it and allows the user to input a double. The currently selected field can be deselected by clicking

elsewhere or pressing escape. The value automatically gets rounded to 3 decimal places when

deselected.

Toggle Button

RunIntake is an example of a command that has toggle buttons. Clicking on the buttons will switch them

between true (green) and false (red).



Point Select

SetStartPosition is an example of a command that has a point select, which is an interactable that has 2

number fields and a select button. The x and y values of the point can be edited individually using the

number fields, or by using the select point button. By default, the point select is light blue. When the

select point button is pressed, it turns red, and the user has two options: the point can be selected by

clicking on either the preview or any other point select which will highlight in yellow. Clicking on another

point select will copy its point, which makes lining up the start and end points of commands much easier.

Point selection can be cancelled at any time by clicking elsewhere or pressing “escape”.



Interactable List

DrivePath is an example of a command that has an interactable list. These lists can be defined with any

type of interactable. In the case of DrivePath, it contains a list of point selects. New elements can be

added to the end of the list using the “new” button at the top, and removed with the red “X” button on

the left-hand side of the list next to each element. The elements can be rearranged by using the up and

down arrows on the left as well.

An interactable list can be set to auto populate, which will automatically create new elements in the list

if the last element’s value is not null. Any interactables with a null value will also automatically be

removed.



Parallel Commands

A parallel command can be used to run multiple commands at the same time. In the script editor, the

parallel command contains an auto populating list of “parallel command fields” which can hold a

RobotCommand. RobotCommands can be put into a field by clicking on the field while holding one, and

taken out by clicking on a RobotCommand in a field. If there is already a RobotCommand in the field then

it will swap with the currently held command.

The toggle button “End Condition” signifies which commands are required to end for the overall parallel

command to end. Commands that end based on position or time should be set as end conditions, while

commands that are meant to run continuously like aiming using the limelight can be set to non-end

conditions.

In the above example of a parallel command, the robot runs the intake in the “in” position, aims the

turret with the limelight, and shoots, all at the same time. The shoot command is set as the only end

condition and the other two commands will run as long as the parallel command is running, so all three

of the commands will end after running for 3 seconds.



Copy and Paste

RobotCommands can be copied and pasted by using the copy button on the top right corner

and pasted by using the paste button or “v” which will put a copy of the command on the

mouse. The copy button will set the system clipboard to a JSON string that contains the

information of the command. An example of a JSON string for a command is as follows:
{

"Parameters": {

"Extended": false,

"ShouldRun": true

},

"CommandName": "RunIntake"

}

Interacting with Files

Cougar Scripts can be saved and loaded in the form of JSON files. Scripts can be saved by

clicking the export button or pressing the hotkey “s”. A file picker will appear and allow the user

to select an existing script to save over it or enter a file name and save it as a new file. Scripts

can be loaded from Cougar Script JSON files by clicking the import button or pressing “o” and a

file picker will appear, allowing the user to select a Cougar Script to open. This will replace the

current queue with the RobotCommands from the file.



History and Undo/Redo

The script editor will record edit history for changes made within the current session (history is

not saved!) Each action that changes the script will be recorded and can be undone with the

Undo button or “z” and redone with the Redo button or “x”. The history is symbolically

represented by a string, with each character representing a different action and the current

position marked by a vertical line. Each character represents a different action:

➔ . = open file / start

➔ Q = put into queue

➔ q = take from queue

➔ p = parallel command interaction

➔ n = interact with number field

➔ b = interact with toggle button

➔ * = interact with point selection

➔ + = add to list

➔ - = remove from list



Custom Implementation
The Cougar Script Editor is written in a way that allows for teams to add their own commands,

visualizations and subsystems by editing the source code, as well as implementing reading the

scripts in the robot code through the use of supporting classes. Custom commands will need to

be first added to the Script Editor to use it in the GUI, and then registered in the robot code to

tell the robot how to interpret the instructions. Custom previews for commands and custom

subsystems can also be added.

Sequential and Parallel Commands

When Cougar Scripts are implemented in the robot code, it is parsed into Sequential and

Parallel commands, which are used to organize the commands that the robot needs to run. The

sequential command group contains a list of commands to run and when the group is

scheduled, it handles the scheduling and ending of the commands in its list in sequential order.

Parallel commands contain a list of commands to run and a list of “end commands” that

determine when the parallel command ends. Parallel commands can be run in the sequential

command group and can be used to run several commands simultaneously, such as shooting

while aiming the turret. The parallel command ends when all of the commands labeled as end

commands end, which allows for the use of continuous commands that continue to run while

the end commands are running.



Reading Cougar Scripts on the robot

Cougar Scripts are interpreted on the robot through the use of a CougarScriptReader. The

reader has functionality for registering commands and interpreting Cougar Scripts.

To read the JSON files, the org.json library must be added as a dependency in the build.gradle

file for the project (Should be automatically generated for a WPI project in the root directory).

To do this, add the following implementation to the dependencies block in build.gradle. Make

sure that mavenCentral is added as a repository.

repositories {

mavenCentral()

}

dependencies {

implementation group: 'org.json', name: 'json', version: '20210307'

}

For a command to be interpreted, the reader must be told how to create a command out of the

parameters in the JSON file. This is done with the registerCommand method, which takes a

String for the command name, and a Function that takes a CougarScriptObject as an argument

and returns a Command. This CougarScriptObject is used to access the parameters of the

command stored in the JSON file when the actual command is created.

reader = new CougarScriptReader();

reader.registerCommand("PrepShooter", (CougarScriptObject p) -> {

if (p.getBoolean("UseLimelight")) {

return new PrepShooter(SubsystemManager.getInstance().getShooter());

} else {

return new PrepShooter(SubsystemManager.getInstance().getShooter(), p.getDouble("RPM"));

}

});

This is shown in the above example, which is for the “PrepShooter” command. Since Function is

a functional interface, it can be shorthanded with the above lambda expression. Note that the

values from the parameters can be used directly in the constructors for the commands or stored

in a variable for additional logic. In this case, the “PrepShooter” command defaults to using the

limelight to determine the RPM to spin at if it isn’t given a speed to use, so the “useLimelight”

value is used in an if statement instead of in the arguments for the command.



Defining RobotCommands on the Script Editor

commandMap.put("TurnGyro", () -> new RobotCommand("TurnGyro", DRIVE_COLOR, new NumberField("Angle"))

{

@Override

public Robot applyCommand(Robot initial) {

Robot output = initial.getCopy();

double angle = getNumberFromName("Angle").getValue();

output.setAngle(output.getAngle() + angle);

return output;

}

});

RobotCommands on the Script Editor are defined in the Commands.java file, stored in a map

with the key being the name of the command. This key and the key used to register the

command in the robot code must match (case sensitive). The value in the map is a Supplier that

returns a new RobotCommand. In this example, the “TurnGyro” command is defined which

turns the robot by a specified amount using the gyroscope.

public RobotCommand(String name, Color color, Interactable... interactables) {

/* constructor implementation */

}

The constructor for RobotCommand takes the name of the command (which must be the same

as the key), the color of the RobotCommand, and an Interactable varArg/array of all the

interactables to be used for this RobotCommand. Interactables can be created by giving them a

name.

RobotCommand has an abstract method applyCommand that must be implemented. This

method is used to update the preview of the robot’s actions. It takes a Robot, which is a class

that represents the state of the robot. The applyCommand method takes an initial Robot to

represent its state before the command and returns a new Robot with its state changed by the

command. By default, the initial and output robots are displayed when the command is

hovered.



RobotCommands with Custom Display

commandMap.put("SetStartPosition", () -> new RobotCommand("SetStartPosition", MISC_COLOR,

new NumberField("angle"), new PointSelect("position")

){

@Override

public Robot applyCommand(Robot initial) {

Robot output = initial.getCopy();

Point p = ((PointSelect) getInteractable("position")).getValue();

output.setPosition(new Point(p.x, p.y));

output.setAngle(getNumberFromName("angle").getValue());

return output;

}

@Override

public void drawPreview(Graphics g) {

g.setColor(Color.red);

getOutput().getPosition().toPixels().draw(g); // draw a red point at the Robot’s position

if (getHovered()) {

getOutput().draw(g);

}

}

});

RobotCommands can display custom previews. The Robot objects that represent the state of

the robot before and after the command is applied can be accessed by using the getInitial and

getOutput methods respectively. By default, the preview for a command will draw a red dot for

the positions of the initial and output robots and a full display when the command is hovered.

In the case of “setStartPosition”, the display of the initial position 0,0 is not desired so the

drawPreview method is overridden to only display the output robot.



Creating Custom Subsystems

public class Turret extends Subsystem {

private double turretAngle;

/**

* Create a new Turret.

* @param turretAngle The angle of the turret.

*/

public Turret(double turretAngle) {

super("Turret");

this.turretAngle = turretAngle;

}

/**

* Sets the angle of the turret relative to the robot.

* @param angle The angle of the turret in degrees.

*/

public void setAngle(double angle) {

turretAngle = angle;

}

@Override

public void draw(Graphics g) {

g.setColor(Color.magenta);

Point position = getParent().getPosition();

Point endOfTurret = Point.fromPolar(50, turretAngle + getParent().getAngle())

.add(position.toPixels());

position.toPixels().drawLine(g, endOfTurret);

}

@Override

public Subsystem getCopy() {

return new Turret(this.turretAngle);

}

}

Custom subsystems for the preview can be created by creating a class that extends

preview.Subsystem. In our robot we have a custom turret subsystem which is represented on

the preview as a magenta line. To display this the abstract draw method is implemented.

Subsystems can have their own instance variables and methods to interact with them, such as

the “turretAngle” in the Turret subsystem.
private static final Robot initialRobot = new Robot(new Point(0, 0), 0,

new Turret(0)

);

To add a custom subsystem and make it display on the preview, an instance of it must be added

to the initialRobot found in Robot.java by adding it to the varArg in the constructor. This

initialRobot is used as a template when creating future robots.



Using Custom Subsystems in a RobotCommand

commandMap.put("SetTurretAngle", () -> new RobotCommand("SetTurretAngle",

TURRET_COLOR, new NumberField("Angle")) {

@Override

public Robot applyCommand(Robot initial) {

Robot output = initial.getCopy();

((Turret) output.getSubsystem("Turret")).setAngle(getNumberFromName("Angle").getValue());

return output;

}

});

SetTurretAngle is an example of a RobotCommand that uses the Turret subsystem. To access
the custom subsystem, the getSubsystem method of the Robot can be used, and then the
subsystem can be cast to the correct type to access subsystem specific methods. In this
example, the RobotCommand is setting the angle of the turret on the output robot equal to the
value from the “Angle” number field of the RobotCommand.


